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Why does patient privacy matter?

Privacy curtains are important for infection
control, stopping the airborne spread of
pathogens between patients, staff and
visitors.

Privacy is also an important human right
that can have an impact on human
wellbeing including mental and physical
health, and recovery from illness.

One study showed that 87% of
curtains became contaminated 
with MRSA within 14 days.*

Every year, 220,000 Canadians
acquire an infection while in 
hospital. *

Did you know?
A 600-bed acute facility spends 
around 6 weeks each year on 
conventional patient curtain 
changes alone.*University of Manitoba *Canadian Medical Association Journal
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Introducing InstaSwap
InstaSwap is an innovative, easy-change curtain system designed to
preserve patient privacy while maximizing infection control.

The system has 3 key elements:

STANDARD CURTAIN
PANEL

CUSTOM FRAMED
MESH 

REINFORCED SNAP
TAPE

Standard 68” x 66”
panel size throughout
Available in six
standard colours, or
custom fabric upon
request
Antimicrobial fabric
inhibits bacterial
growth
Lightweight for
reduced laundry costs

Customized to any
ceiling height
Non-absorbent
nylon mesh framed
with webbing for
strength
Requires infrequent
laundering
Complies with
Canadian fire 
regulations

Heavy duty snap
fastener tape
connects mesh to
curtain panel
Reinforced for long-
term strength
Simply tear off soiled
curtain and snap on a
new one
Head height = no
need for ladders

"The whole process is user friendly, makes the room cleaning
much easier, and having the same colour and size of panel is very
smart. Now there are more staff completing the task, some that
were unfortunately unable to manage the previous system."

~Jodie Saarinen, Manager Nutrition & Environmental Services,
Lake of the Woods District Hospital
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